The Special Collections reading room is open for walk-in appointments on Thursday and Friday afternoons from 1-5pm. To access the material at other times, please email spc@colorado.edu to set up an appointment.

**Tribal Feminisms and Visualities**
ENGL 7179

DHT 8912.


*Brief Account of the Proceedings of the Committee Appointed by the Yearly Meeting of Friends, Held in Baltimore for Promoting the Improvement and Civilization of the Indian Natives.* E77.F892.


Bush, Alfred L. *The Photograph and the American Indian.* DHT 7556.

Cates, Gwendolen. *Indian Country.* DHT 9135.

Clevenger, Steven. *America’s First Warriors: Native Americans and Iraq.* DHT 12978.

Cummins, Maureen. *Deeds*. Book Arts OS1 N7433.4 C8 D44 1999x.


Locke, Merle E. 3 Ledger Drawings Original Art. Map Case 1 (MS Oversize) MS 393.

Loudon, Archibald. *A Selection of some of the Most Interesting Narratives of Outrages Committed by the Indians in their Wars with the White People*. E85 L87 v.2.


Modica, Andrea. *Real Indians: Portraits of Contemporary Native Americans and America’s Tribal Colleges*. DHT 9500.

Niro, Shelley. Almost Fallen. DHT 12041.

Oo-onah Art by the Taos Pueblo Indian School’s 7th-8th Grade Pupils of ’67-68. E99.T2055.

Partial Recall / edited by Lucy R. Lippard. DHT 6920.

Photographs and Poems by Sioux Children from the Porcupine Day School, Pine Ridge Indian Reservation, South Dakota. DHT 4811.

Rinehart, F. A. Rinehart’s Indians. DHT 2803.


Selman, Mormon V. Dictionary of Ute Indian Language. PM2515.Z5S4


True Account of the Most Considerable Occurrences that have happened in the Warre between the English and the Indians in New England. E83.67 T86.


Photographs:

Gilpin, Laura. “Petroglyph” and “Pottery”.


Original Prints (donated by Melanie Yazzie)

Melissa Bob (1 print). Portfolio: Women Weaving Transparent Thought”.


Melanie Yazzie (3 prints). Portfolios: Awesome Printmakers United #1, Different Cultures, and the Anatomy of...